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Lifetime Enhancement Techniques for PCM-Based Image
Buffer in Multimedia Applications
Yuntan Fang, Huawei Li, and Xiaowei Li

Abstract— Emerging nonvolatile memories such as phase change
memory (PCM) have the potential to replace internal memories in
embedded devices. In this brief, we propose to use PCM as image
buffer in application-specific multimedia systems. To improve the lifetime
of PCM-based image buffer, we first eliminate redundant writes using
data comparison. After redundant write elimination, PCM cells with
respect to lower order bits of pixels are written more frequently than
those corresponding to higher order. Based on this observation, we
show that the lifetime can be further improved either by wear leveling
using periodical data reversion to make write traffic even across PCM
cells or by application-level error tolerance evaluation without leveling.
Experimental results demonstrate that with the proposed techniques, the
lifetime of PCM-based image buffer can be improved significantly.
Index Terms— Error tolerance, phase change memory (PCM), wear
leveling, write traffic reduction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Emerging nonvolatile memory (NVM) technologies have been
explored as potential alternatives to SRAM, DRAM, and flash
memory. They incorporate the speed of SRAM, the density of
DRAM, and the nonvolatility of flash memory [1]. Phase change
memory (PCM), one of the most promising NVM technologies, has
the following attractive characteristics that make it appropriate as
working memories: 1) high density; 2) fast startup time; 3) low idle
power; and 4) a superior scalability with CMOS fabrication process.
It has been explored to replace SRAM for cache [2] and DRAM for
main memory [3], [4].
PCM includes two kinds of write operations, i.e., RESET (logic 0)
and SET (logic 1). Although PCM has high density and low leakage
power, it exhibits several write-related challenges such as limited
write endurance, high write energy, and long write latency. With
respect to lifetime, the typical maximum write number of one PCM
cell as reported in [4] is 108 , which is not sufficient to replace SRAM
and DRAM with infinite lifetime. Once a PCM cell wears out, a fault
occurs and makes PCM malfunction. Therefore, many solutions have
been proposed to tackle the lifetime problem of PCM.
Prior research efforts mainly focus on exploiting emerging NVMs
as main memory or cache in general computing platforms. Nevertheless, as a universal memory, NVMs also have the potential to replace
internal memory components in application-specific integrated
circuits (ASICs)/system-on-chips (SoCs) for embedded devices
because many significant benefits of NVMs such as high density and
low leakage power can be used. The characteristics of NVMs make
them appropriate as on-chip/off-chip memories for data-intensive
image/video applications [5], including large-capacity image buffer
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in cameras [6]. Emerging high-definition images and videos require
high capacity memories, e.g., the Roundshot D3 camera with a 48-bit
color depth and an 80-mm lens from the Seitz company is able to
shoot images of 470 million pixels [7], which means the raw image is
over 2 GB. Because of its high density, PCM occupies less area and
reduces memory cost. In addition to single level cells (SLC), each
PCM cell can even store multiple bits, such as multiple level cells
(MLC-2 and MLC-4) [8], thus achieving higher density and lower
cost per bit.
In this brief, we propose to leverage NVMs as on-chip image
buffer in video capture devices. Although our proposed methods do
not depend on specific NVMs, for the convenience of elaboration,
we take SLC PCM as an example in the rest of this brief. Fig. 1
shows a general pixel architecture containing an on-chip data memory
[9], which we call image buffer. Image buffer, pervasive in digital
cameras, is used to store captured raw video frames temporarily for
subsequent processing, e.g., video compression. Traditionally, such a
memory is usually implemented by SRAM for raw data storage. To
make PCM applicable in cameras that shoot plenty of video streams,
write endurance, write latency, and write energy with respect to them
need to be carefully handled. We mainly concern the write endurance
of PCM-based image buffer and propose specific approaches to
enhance the lifetime of image buffer by using the unique feature
of video applications.
We first eliminate redundant writes based on data comparison
write. Afterward, a key observation is that PCM cells corresponding
to most significant bits (MSBs) of pixels are written less frequently
than those in regard to least significant bits (LSBs) of pixels. Hence,
we propose to either reverse pixel data periodically to exchange data
write locations for wear leveling or conduct error tolerance evaluation
to improve the lifespan.
The rest of this brief is organized as follows. Section II surveys
the related work on PCM lifetime improvement and error tolerance.
Section III proposes our techniques to enhance the lifetime of PCMbased image buffer. Section IV presents our experimental results and
finally we conclude our paper in Section V.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Prior work on endurance enhancement of PCM is mainly for main
memory and cache, for which write traffic reduction, wear leveling,
and error correction are all explored.
Write traffic reduction techniques include data comparison write
(DCW) [2], [3], [10], data inverting [2], [11], partial writes [4], [12],
inter-block differential data encoding (IBDDE) and inter-frame multiple experts (IFME) [5], approximate write [13], and so on. DCW
reduces write activity by only writing the cells whose stored value is
different from the value to be written. Data inverting further reduces
write traffic by calculating the hamming distance between old and
new data to determine to write the original value or its inverse.
Partial writes was proposed to decrease write frequency through
only writing dirty lines. For video applications, IBDDE and IFME
and approximate write were proposed to reduce write operations of
PCM. IBDDE and IFME incur much higher logic overhead. Besides,
both data inverting and IBDDE incur 12.5% storage overhead [5].
Soft PCM [13] proposed an approximate write scheme to sacrifice
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the data integrity for suppressing write operations. In this brief, given
that DCW is simple and cost effective, we exploit it to eliminate
redundant writes.
To make write traffic uniform across memory cells, wear leveling
techniques for PCM such as row shifting and segment swapping
[3] and fine grained wear leveling [12] have been used. They were
developed to mitigate the write nonuniformity and balance writes
across the entire region [3] and a page [12]. Different from the
previous techniques that work at the row or segment level, we
propose a novel intra-pixel bit-level wear leveling technique, which
is orthogonal to the previous methods for PCM.
Write traffic reduction and wear leveling strive to avoid faults,
whereas error correction is used to correct errors for normal operation
after hard faults occurred. Typical error-correction techniques involve
ECP [14] and SAFER [15]. Error correction is not used in this brief.
Instead, we use application-level error tolerance of video applications
to evaluate the lifetime of PCM. As an application-specific method
with no extra hardware overhead, error tolerance is much more cost
effective than error-correction methods.
A lot of applications such as audios, images, and videos bear
the ability of error tolerance [16]. Slight errors in them may not
be perceived by human end users. Therefore, during their processing or storage, the reliability of the underlying hardware may be
relaxed. Error tolerance has been used for yield improvement through
threshold testing or error rate testing [17], [18] and energy efficiency
[19]. In this brief, we just use error tolerance to evaluate the lifetime
improvement of acceptable defective PCM in our experiments.
III. E NDURANCE -AWARE D ESIGN AND E VALUATION OF
PCM-BASED I MAGE B UFFER
In this section, we make full use of the application-specific feature
of image buffer to improve its lifetime. Successive frames in practical
video sequences usually exhibit a high similarity. During video
capture, if they are written into the same image buffer, subsequent
writes into the same PCM cells have a high possibility of keeping
numerical values similar to the previous written values.
A. Data Comparison Write
As shown in the middle of Fig. 2, first, we use DCW to eliminate
redundant bit writes. Only changed pixel bits are written, whereas
writes of unaltered pixel bits are cancelled. Compared with the
baseline PCM-based image buffer where no data comparison is
conducted before write, only several extra XOR gates and tristate
gates are needed to achieve write reduction. Given that the read
latency/power is much less than the write latency/power in PCM and
the added logic gates take up a highly small portion, performance
and area overhead induced by the DCW circuit can be negligible,
as reported in [3] and [10]. In addition, reducing plenty of write
operations, DCW helps reduce energy consumption as well.
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TABLE I
L IFETIME I MPROVEMENT U SING DCW

Fig. 4.
Fig. 3.

Distribution of write intensities in PCM cells after DCW.

Percentage of redundant writes in different video sequences.

All the 18 quarter common interchange format, 176 × 144 video
sequences (given in Table I) from a widely used benchmark set in the
multimedia domain [20] are used to simulate the write characteristics
and track the write numbers of each PCM cell accurately. Both
slow- and fast-moving video sequences are included in the 18 video
sequences. Through profiling them, as shown in Fig. 3, for each
video sequence, abundant redundant writes exist in PCM-based image
buffer. On average, ∼80% of the overall writes are redundant. Even
for fast-moving sequences, such as carphone and coastguard, there
are still ∼70% redundant writes.
The lifetime of PCM depends on the hottest cell. When the
collective 11 297 video frames (including all the 18 video sequences)
in Table I flow sequentially through the PCM-based image buffer in
t s, each SLC cell in the baseline PCM will be written 11 297 times.
Assume that the write endurance for each cell is equally treated as
wmax ignoring process variations, the lifetime of the baseline PCMbased image buffer is depicted as
t ∗ wmax
.
(1)
L base =
11 297
We evaluate the write characteristics across different cells statistically
from the 18 video sequences because different object and camera
motion modes in each sequence may exercise different hot cells using
DCW. After elimination of redundant writes, the write number of the
hottest cell is reduced from 11 297 to some value denoted as wdcw
in the same period of t s. Thus, the lifetime is improved by a ratio of
(11 297 −wdcw )/wdcw . Related lifetime improvement results will be
analyzed in Section IV.
DCW induces an interesting result that for a group of eight cells
storing pixels, cells storing MSBs of pixels usually exhibit much
fewer write counts than cells storing LSBs, which is shown in Fig. 4.
The horizontal axis of Fig. 4 shows 32 cells (four groups of eight cells
from LSBs to MSBs). We can observe that overall this trend is stable
under three different video sequences. Other video sequences show
similar results. This trend holds true for both slow- and fast-moving
video sequences. It is noteworthy that after applying DCW and
accumulating the write counts of each cell under the 18 sequences,
write intensities from LSB to MSB cells follow a perfect descending

order. Such a phenomenon can be used to further improve the lifetime
of PCM-based image buffer through either periodical data reversion
(PDR) or error tolerance evaluation.
B. Periodical Data Reversion
As a fine-grained intrapixel wear leveling technique, PDR is
proposed to mitigate the unbalanced write traffic in a row of memory
cells after DCW is applied. Data reversion strives to migrate part of
write activities at LSBs to MSBs periodically. The proposed data
reversion circuit is shown at the bottom of Fig. 2. The hardware
overhead of PDR includes a tag register, a counter, and two MUX
networks at pixel write and read ports. The tag register indicates
whether the written data are reversed or not. Its initial value is 0.
When its value is 0, the written data remain intact. When its value
is set to 1, data reversion is carried out within the MUX network,
i.e., D0 and D7 are swapped, D1 and D6 are swapped, and so forth.
It is noteworthy that if pixels in one image are reversely written,
the pixels need to be reversed again through the MUX network at
readout. The counter is used to count the reversion period. Once the
counter reaches the predefined period, it is reset as 0 and the value of
the tag register is inverted. The period of data reversion, expressed
as the number of frames, is a key parameter. We will investigate
its effect on lifetime improvement of PCM-based image buffer in
Section IV. After PDR, the write number of the hottest cell, denoted
as wpdr , is further reduced. Hence, it can be expected to have a further
improvement of the lifetime in comparison with DCW only.
C. Error Tolerance Evaluation
An alternative way to PDR is to use error tolerance evaluation
(ETE) to extend the lifetime of PCM-based image buffer. Absorbing
the capability of application-level error tolerance into lifetime evaluation provides a new dimension for lifespan promotion. However,
it should be noted that ETE is not simultaneously used with the
aforementioned PDR. That is because in PDR both MSBs and LSBs
are written into each cell. If one cell fails, both MSBs and LSBs will
be contaminated, which cannot be tolerated by applications.
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TABLE II
FAULT I NJECTION P ROFILE AND L IFETIME I MPROVEMENT U SING DCW AND ETE

TABLE III
A PPLICATION -L EVEL V IDEO Q UALITY E VALUATION

When cell faults only contaminate LSBs, error tolerance can be
readily used. From Section III-A, we have known that PCM cells
storing LSBs of pixels experience much higher write intensities after
redundant write elimination via DCW. According to such a trend, hard
faults will first occur in cells with respect to LSBs. If the hard faults
have slight effects on video quality, we deem that the defective PCMbased image buffer can still work and continue to extend its effective
lifetime. Combing DCW and ETE, image buffer works normally
in its early life and experiences incremental but acceptable quality
degradation in its lifetime because of the gradually increasing number
of wearout PCM cells.
After applying ETE, the choice of the hottest cell in the PCM
can be relaxed. For example, to capture a sequence of 1000 frames,
after we eliminate redundant writes, the hottest cell C1 (storing an
insignificant bit) is to be written 800 times and the next hottest cell
C2 400 times. If subsequent write activities of C1 and C2 follow a
similar tendency during the traditional lifetime limit 108 , when C1
has been written 108 times, C2 will have been written 5 × 107 times.
Thereafter, C1 is faulty but C2 still has another 5 × 107 write times
before it is faulty. If the faulty cell C1 has no obvious effect on the
final outcome, PCM can, however, still function as before. Thus, the
effective lifetime of PCM-based image buffer is prolonged. We use
wrelax to represent the write number of the relaxed hottest cell (e.g.,
C2 in the above example) after excluding much hotter but inessential
cells. It is less than the write number of the truly hottest cells (e.g.,
C1 in the above example) and depends on the number of uncritical
cells related with LSBs.
In this brief, we conduct fault injection experiments to simulate
the condition that after a maximum write number is consumed for
some hottest cells, hard faults have occurred in the PCM-based image
buffer. With redundant writes removed, faults first occur in the cells
with the largest write numbers and then spread toward cells with less
write numbers progressively. Once a cell is faulty, cells that are hotter
than it must have been faulty. Hence, we inject faults into memory
cells based on the descending order of write numbers of all PCM
cells. For the PCM cells with the same write number, we always

inject faults into them simultaneously. We inject either a stuck-at-0
called RESET or stuck-at-1 called SET fault into each faulty PCM
cell randomly.
After fault injection, we evaluate the fault effects on video quality,
compression ratio, and video encoding/decoding time. Structural
similarity (SSIM) proposed in [21] is used to evaluate video quality.
SSIM of one video sequence is the average of SSIMs of all video
frames. For two identical video sequences, SSIM is 1. SSIM is < 1
in case of quality degradation.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
A. Lifetime Enhancment
In this section, we present lifetime improvement results with pure
DCW, DCW and PDR, and DCW and ETE, respectively. Because
we mainly focus on write endurance of PCM-based image buffer, we
build an efficient system-level simulator that integrates a list of functions for video preprocessing, DCW, PDR, fault injection, and ETE.
In addition, we use JM 9.4 [22] for video encoding/decoding. JM 9.4
is a reference model for H.264/AVC video encoders/decoders, where
the default baseline configuration is used in the experiments. As
shown in Table I, the video test sequences that are widely used in the
multimedia domain [20] are employed to simulate the video capture
process. Grayscale video frames are considered in the experiments.
Irrespective of image types, our techniques are, however, applicable
to both grayscale images and color ones given that they bear intrinsic
interframe redundancy.
Table I lists lifetime improvement results using DCW in the fourth
and eighth columns for each video. The wdcw is the write number of
the hottest cell. Both the hottest cell and lifetime improvement vary
under different video sequences because they have diverse object and
camera motion modes and asymmetric inter-frame redundancy. The
write numbers of the hottest cell with and without DCWs are the same
for saleman, which leads to no improvement. The last row in Table I
lists the accumulated lifetime improvement. It is noteworthy that the
complementary effects among different video sequences (different
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Effect of reversion period on the write number of the hottest cell.
TABLE IV
PCM C ELL PARAMETERS U NDER 90-nm T ECHNOLOGY [4]

TABLE V
A REA , P ERFORMANCE , AND P OWER OVERHEAD O F DCW AND PDR

video sequences exhibit different most written PCM cells) make the
write number (5810, asterisked in Table I) of the hottest cell in
the accumulated 18 sequences less than the sum of wdcw for the
total 18 sequences. Therefore, the accumulated lifetime improvement,
i.e., 94.4%, is higher than any improvement under one single video
sequence or the average improvement. We believe that this result
reflects the actual write behavior in a statistical sense, whereas the
average result underestimates the lifetime. Afterward, we evaluate
lifetime enhancement based on the collective write characteristic of
the 18 sequences.
The reversion period of PDR is a key parameter for wear leveling.
Fig. 5 shows the effect of the data reversion period on the write
number of the hottest cell. With a reversion period of 200 frames,
wpdr will equal 3979, and the lifetime improvement can be up
to 183.9% after combining DCW and PDR. Compared with pure
DCW, PDR provides an additional 89.5% lifetime improvement that
indicates a great benefit of combining write traffic reduction and wear
leveling techniques.
Table II lists a fault injection profile and the corresponding lifetime
improvement via ETE if the faults that occurred in PCMs do
not cause intolerable errors in the application, which is listed in
the last column. The first column is the total number of injected
faults and the second represents the bit error rate (BER, i.e., the
percentage of faulty cells). Columns 3–10 indicate the numbers of
faults distributed in cells storing LSBs (#D0 ) to MSBs (#D7 ). The
wrelax in the 11th column is the largest cell write number after
excluding all the faulty cells, which refers to the write number of
the hottest fault-free cell. Application-level video quality evaluation
verifies whether injected faults affect video quality significantly or
not. Video quality before compression and that after compression are
both considered. The evaluation results are given in Table III. Taking
the original error-free video as reference, SSIM1, SSIM2, and SSIM3
represent the quality of the compressed version of the error-free
video, the contaminated video, and the compressed counterpart of the
contaminated video, respectively. Concerning the encoding/decoding

time of contaminated video against that of the error-free video, faulty
PCM cells almost have no effects. The compression ratio reduction
(CRR) is also considered. When even up to 50 020 or 60 003 faults
are injected into the PCM-based image buffer, both the quality of
contaminated video and that of its reconstructed counterpart are
still good with respect to the original uncompressed video, only
incurring slight SSIM differences. In addition, another marginal
overhead is CRR of the contaminated video sequences, which is
< 10% on average. This means that contaminated videos become
less compressible compared with the original videos. On the one
hand, such an overhead is acceptable because external storage is
usually abundant and much cheaper. On the other hand, because of
the small loss of compression ratio, sometimes the quality of the
compressed version of the slightly contaminated video is even better
than that of the compressed one of the error-free video. What is
more interesting, when the captured video is slightly affected, the
quality of the contaminated video without compression is better than
its compressed version; however, when the captured video is more
seriously affected by the faulty cells, its quality may be a little lower
than that of its compressed counterpart, e.g., for hall video sequence,
when 60 003 faults are injected, SSIM3 (equal to 0.9701) is higher
than SSIM2 (equal to 0.9587). That is because in video compression,
although quantization after 2-D discrete cosine transformation usually
incurs quality loss, it may also help to filter some high-frequency
components induced by stuck-at faults in the PCM, thus even
improving a little video quality after compression. Tables II and
III show that lifetime improvement after DCW and ETE techniques
are combined together, can reach up to 183.7% or 214.2%, when
50 022 or 60 003 faults occur in the PCM (with BER equal to 24.7%
or 29.6%).
B. Overhead in Area, Delay, and Power
We include all the hardware overhead induced by DCW and
PDR for evaluation. The bit-width of the counter in PDR is 8
because the reversion period is 200 frames. The inserted logic was
synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler with SMIC 90-nm
technology to evaluate area, delay, and power overhead. We obtain the
reference parameters with respect to PCM under 90-nm technology
from [4] for comparison. They are listed in Table IV. Table V
shows the overhead of DCW and PDR in terms of area, delay,
and power. Compared with the area of 202 752 (176 × 144 × 8)
PCM cells, the total area of DCW and PDR is ∼2% of the baseline
PCM-based image buffer. Furthermore, practical video sequences
with a resolution much higher than 176 × 144 enable the size of
image buffer to be larger, which makes the area overhead of DCW
and PDR reasonably negligible. The delay and power incurred by
DCW and PDR for writing/reading a pixel are also small. Although
DCW needs an extra read operation, it eliminates 80% writes
and thus saves much more power than the additional read power
it consumes.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this brief, PDR and ETE are proposed to enhance the lifetime of PCM-based image buffer after data comparison write. Data
comparison first eliminates inherent redundant writes by taking
advantage of temporal redundancy. PDR exchanges data write locations for wear leveling, whereas ETE extends the effective lifetime with a slight loss of video quality and compression ratio.
Compared with the baseline PCM-based image buffer, both DCW
and PDR and DCW and ETE can achieve lifetime improvement
by a factor of 1.84, with negligible area, performance, and power
overhead.
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Nonbinary LDPC Decoder Based on Simplified Enhanced
Generalized Bit-Flipping Algorithm
Francisco García-Herrero, María José Canet, and Javier Valls

Abstract— A simplified version of the enhanced serial generalized
bit-flipping algorithm is proposed in this brief. This new algorithm
reduces the quantity of information that is stored with a negligible performance loss of 0.05 dB compared with previous proposals.
In addition, the algorithm allows us not only to save memory, but also
to reduce the number of arithmetic resources needed. In addition, a new
initialization of the algorithm avoids using techniques to control data
growth without any performance degradation, reduces routing, increasing
the maximum frequency achievable, and saves logic. The decoder derived
from the simplified algorithm requires almost half the area of previous
architectures, with a throughput of 716 Mbps on a 90-nm CMOS process
for the (837, 723) nonbinary code over GF(32) at ten iterations.
Index Terms— Error correction codes, hardware architecture, iterative
decoding, nonbinary low-density parity-check codes, symbol flipping
decoding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The design of nonbinary low-density parity-check (NB-LDPC)
decoder architectures with moderated area and high throughput
remains a challenge for very large scale integration designers. Decoding algorithms derived from q-ary sum-product algorithm [1]–[4]
as extended min-sum (EMS) [5], simplified min-sum (SMS) [6],
and min-max (MM) [7] involve high complexity in their check
node update (CNU) rules. The CNU processing of EMS (in all
its variants [8]–[10]), SMS, and MM requires the search of the
symbols that satisfy the parity check equations, making use of the soft
information from the channel. This search can be exhaustive or not,
but its implementation always limits the throughput of the decoder
architectures. On the one hand, exhaustive search techniques, such
as forward–backward (FB), imply all to all comparisons [11]. This
process is recursive and requires forward, backward, and merge steps
that perform p × p comparisons in each check node, where p is the
size of the Galois field (GF). On the other hand, nonexhaustive search
is usually based on trellis [12], which can be simplified by reducing
the number of paths. In this way, the amount of storage resources
is lower than in FB, but the data dependency penalizes the latency
of the decoder. In the current state of the art, architectures for EMS,
SMS, or MM do not reach a throughput of 100 Mbps [11]–[17].
If higher throughput and lower area are required, there are two
main solutions, to reduce the complexity of the CNU processing
or decrease the number of iterations of EMS, SMS, or MM. To
reduce the complexity of the CNU processing, hard decision solutions can be applied to select dc candidates that satisfy the check
node equations. This approach is followed by the majority-logic
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